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In this paper we prove that, except for at most one, all the ranks of a right
infinite word which is recurrent and not ultimately periodic are the starting point
of an |-division. Using this we give a very simple proof of Shirshov’s theorem. We
also extend it to not necessarily finite alphabets.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
Shirshov’s theorem concerns long enough words over a finite alphabet
(see [3], for example) and states that they have the following unavoidable
regularity: each of them contains either a factor which is a pth power or
a factor which is n-divided. Other unavoidable regularities are given,
for example, by van der Waerden’s theorem (see [3]) and by Ramsey’s
theorem (see [3] and also [5]).
An elegant proof of Shirshov’s theorem was given by Reutenauer [4], an
extension of it to right infinite words was given by Varricchio [6] and,
using properties of uniformly recurrent infinite words, an ulterior extension
to two-sided infinite words was given in [2].
Let s be a right infinite word over a totally ordered alphabet; we say that
a rank i is minimal if for each positive k the factor of s beginning in i and
having length k precedes in the lexicographic order any other factor of s
having length k.
Now, let s be a not ultimately periodic infinite word; we easily prove that
it has at most one minimal rank m. Then we prove that, except for at most one
(indeed m, if it exists), all the ranks of s are the starting point of an |-division.
Using this we give a very simple proof of Shirshov’s theorem. We conclude the
paper with a Shirshov-like theorem for not necessarily finite alphabets.
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2. RESULTS AND PROOFS
Terminology and notations are those currently used in theoretical com-
puter science [3]. We call (finite) words the elements of the free monoid A*
on the alphabet A; we denote by 1 the empty word and by |u| the length of
a word u. A word u of length k1 is a finite sequence of letters and we
write
u=u(0) } } } u(i) } } } u(k&1),
where u(i) is the letter of u occurring at rank i. We denote by Ak the subset
of A* containing all the words of length k. A word u is a factor of a word
v if there exist two words u$, u" such that v=u$uu".
A right infinite word or, in short, an infinite word is an infinite sequence
of letters; we write
q=q(0) q(1) } } } q(i) } } } ,
where q(i) # A and we say that a word u is a factor of q if there exist a word
u$ and an infinite word q$ such that q=u$uq$.
Let x be a finite or an infinite word. We denote by F(x) the set of all fac-
tors of x. We denote by alph(x) the alphabet [a | a=x(i), i0], i.e., the
set of all letters appearing at some rank of x.
Let i, j be integers such that 0i j (and that j<|w| if w is a finite
word) and let us denote by w(i, j) the factor u=w(i) } } } w( j) of w. We
say that (i, j) is an occurrence of u in w. Similarly if b is an infinite
word, for each i0, we denote by b(i, ) the infinite word
b(i) b(i+1) } } } b(i+k) } } } .
Let us recall that an infinite word p is periodic (resp. ultimately periodic)
if there exists k1 such that p( j+k)= p( j) for each j0 (resp. for each
ji for some i0).
If < is a total order on the alphabet A, then A* is consequently
lexicographically ordered, i.e., for all u, v # A+
u<v
if and only if either u is a proper left factor of v or u=ras, v=rbt with
a<b; a, b # A and r, s, t # A*.
We write vru if u<v and u is not a left factor of v.
Given an infinite word q and a positive integer k we denote, if it exists,
by m(q, k) the smallest element for lexicographic order in Ak & F(q).
Remark. When A is finite m(q, k) does exist for any q and any k. On the
other hand, for some orders on an infinite alphabet A the element m(q, k)
does not exist (consider, for example, the infinite word q=a0 a1 } } } ai } } } on
the alphabet A=[ai | i0] with the order ai>aj if i< j).
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The following definition will be useful.
Definition. We say that a rank i is minimal for the infinite word q if,
for all k1, m(q, k) exists and q(i, i+k&1)=m(q, k).
An infinite word (even on a finite alphabet) can have no minimal ranks
(for example, for a<b, the infinite word q=abbabaaabaaaaaaab } } } ,
having b at ranks 2k for all k0 and a elsewhere), just one minimal rank
(for example, the infinite word q=abb } } } b } } } ) and also infinitely many
minimal ranks (for example, the infinite word q=ababab } } } ab } } } ).
Lemma 1. If an infinite word is not ultimately periodic then it has at
most one minimal rank.
Proof. Suppose, by way of contradiction, that an infinite and not
ultimately periodic word q has two minimal ranks, say i and j, with i< j.
By minimality property we have, for all k>0, q(i, i+k&1)=
q( j, j+k&1). So q(i, )=q( j, ) and q(i, )=uu } } } u } } } for some u
with |u|=d and d dividing j&i. So q is ultimately periodic. Contradic-
tion. K
Definition. Let x be a (finite) word and k be a positive integer. We say
that x is k th power if x is the product of k copies of some nonempty word
u. In this case we write x=uk and we say that u is a root of x.
Definition. Let x be a (finite) word, n be a positive integer, and
(u1 , u2 , ..., un) be an n-tuple of nonempty words. We say that x is n-divided
by (u1 , u2 , ..., un) (or, in short, n-divided) if x=u1u2 } } } un and for each
nontrivial _ in the symmetric group 7n one has
u1 u2 } } } un>u_(1)u_(2) } } } u_(n) .
Definition. Let q be an infinite word and (u1 , u2 , ..., ui , . . .) be an
infinite sequence of nonempty words. We say that q is |-divided by
(u1 , u2 , ..., ui , . . .) (or, in short, |-divided) if q=u1u2 } } } ui } } } and for each
i>0 and n>1 and for each nontrivial _ in the symmetric group 7n the
word ui ui+1 } } } ui+n&1 is n-divided by (ui , ui+1 , ..., ui+n&1).
The proof of the following lemma is very easy (see [2]).
Lemma 2. If q=u1u2 } } } ui } } } such that u1 ru2 r } } } rui r } } } then q
is |-divided.
Recall that an infinite word q is recurrent if for each u # F(q) and, for
each i0, u is a factor of q(i, ), i.e., u has infinitely many occurrences
in q.
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The main result of this paper is the following theorem. Informally
speaking, it says that, except for at most one (indeed the minimal one, if
it exists), all the ranks of a recurrent and not ultimately periodic infinite
word are the starting point of an |-division.
Theorem 1. Let A be a totally ordered alphabet, A* be consequently
lexicographically ordered, q be a recurrent and not ultimately periodic
infinite word on A, and, finally, if it exists, let m be the unique minimal rank
of q. Then:
(i) for each i{m, the infinite word q(i, ) is |-divided;
(ii) for i=m, the infinite word q(i, ) is not |-divided.
Proof. Let i{m. Remark that for at least some r10, there exists a
factor q( j1 , j1+r1) such that q(i, i+r1)>q( j1 , j1+r1) (otherwise i would
be a minimal rank for q and this is impossible because m is unique with
this property). As q is recurrent we can choose another occurrence
of q( j1 , j1+r1), say q(k1 , k1+r1), such that k1>i+r1 (and k1>m if a
minimal rank m exists for q). So for the pair of integers k1 and r1 we
have q(i, k1&1)rq(k1 , k1+r1) and we pose u1=q(i, k1&1). Analogously,
there exist a pair of integers r20 and k2>k1+r2 such that
q(k1 , k2&1)rq(k2 , k2+r2); we pose u2=q(k1 , k2&1). Continuing in this
way we obtain a factorization q(i, )=u1u2 } } } ui } } } with ui rui+1, for
each i1 and, by Lemma 2, q(i, ) is |-divided by (u1 , u2 , ..., ui , . . .).
Now suppose, by way of contradiction that q(m, ) is |-divided by
some infinite sequence (u1 , u2 , ..., ui , . . .). In particular we have u1u2u2u1
and, as m is minimal, u1u2=u2u1 . By defect theorem (see [3]), there exist
a word x1 and two positive integers e1 , e2 such that u1=xe11 and u2=x
e2
1 .
Again, as u1u2 } } } ui } } } is an |-division, we have (u1u2) u3u3(u1u2) and,
by minimality of m, (u1u2) u3=u3(u1u2). Applying again the defect theorem
there exist a word x2 and two positive integers e3 and e4 such that
u1u2=xe1+e21 =x
e3
2 and u3=x
e4
2 . Continuing in this way, each ui is a power
of some root of u1 and from this it easily follows that q(m, ) is periodic
and q is ultimately periodic. Contradiction.
Remark. In Theorem 1 there is no hypothesis of finiteness on the
alphabet A.
Recall now that an infinite word q is uniformly recurrent if for each
u # F(q) there exists an integer k such that for each w # F(q) one has that
if |w|k then u # F(w).
The following lemmas are well known; the first one is due to Fu rstenberg
and the second one is a corollary of Ko nig’s lemma.
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Lemma 3 (Fu rstenberg). Given any infinite word s on a finite alphabet
there exists an infinite and (uniformly) recurrent word t such that F(t)F(s).
Lemma 4 (Ko nig). Let A be a finite alphabet. Given any infinite subset
X of A+ there exists an infinite word s such that for each u # F(s) one has
u # F(w) for at least one (and so infinitely many) w # X.
Now we can give a very simple proof of Shirshov’s theorem.
Theorem 2 (Shirshov’s theorem). For each finite ordered alphabet A,
for each integer n1, and for each integer k1 there exists an integer
S=S( |A|, n, k) such that each word w of length S contains either a factor
which is a kth power or a factor which is n-divided.
Proof. Suppose, by way of contradiction, that there exists an infinite set
X of words, say X=[ui | i0], such that |ui |=i and each ui contains no
kth power and no n-divided factor. By Ko nig’s lemma and Fu rstenberg’s
lemma there exists an infinite and (uniformly) recurrent word q such that
each factor of q is a factor of at least one word of X. Now, if q is
(ultimately) periodic then it contains a k th power which must be a factor
of at least one ui and we have a contradiction. If q is not ultimately
periodic then, by Theorem 1, it must contain an n-divided factor which
must be also a factor of some ui and we have a contradiction too. K
Remark. Apart from the two classical results (Fu rstenberg’s and Ko nig’s
lemmas) the proof of Shirshov’s theorem is reduced to that of Theorem 1 (i).
Let < be an order on the alphabet A. We call opposite order of < the
order <&1 defined as follows: for each a, b # A, a<&1 b if and only if b<a.
Let us state in the following convenient way a famous theorem of Erdo s
and Szekeres [1]: if w is a word such that |alph(w)|n2+1 and if < is an
order on alph(w) then w contains either a n-divided factor for the order <
or a n-divided factor for the order <&1.
In Shirshov’s theorem the hypothesis that the alphabet A is finite is
necessary (for example, each word belonging to [a0a1 } } } ai | i0] and
written on the ordered alphabet [ai | i0], where ai<aj if i< j, does not
contain k th powers nor n-divided factors). Any way, we can prove a
Shirshov-like proposition which holds even for infinite alphabets.
Proposition. Let A be an alphabet ordered by <. For each integer n1
and for each integer k1 there exists an integer T=T(n, k) such that each
word w of length T contains either a factor which is a kth power or a factor
which is n-divided for < or a factor which is n-divided for <&1.
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Proof. Put T=T(n, k)=S(n2, n, k) and consider a word w on A of
length T. If alph(w)n2, then, by Shirshov’s theorem, w contains either a
kth power or a factor which is n-divided for <. If alph(w)n2+1 then,
by the recalled theorem of Erdo s and Szekeres, w contains either a factor
which is n-divided for < or a factor which is n-divided for <&1. In any
case, w contains either a factor which is a k th power or a factor which is
n-divided for < or a factor which is n-divided for <&1. K
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